1. Overview of Hofman's "Constructs":
1.1. Hofman's Concept of "Valleys" (Paraphrasing Hofman)
F i g u r e 3 F o u r v a l l e y s
Imagine v valleys and all cities placed in this valleys. Cost of traveling from town to town in valley is very small (negligible), let us say equal to 1. When salesmen wants to go to other valley he has to pass mountain chain -this is of a huge cost, let us say equal to 1000. Salesman lives in one of towns in valley A. Optimal solution must then contain 4 mountain chains crossing (from A to B, B to C, C to D and D to A), its overall cost is then 4*1000+X ( X is cost of in valley traveling and is very small).
1.2. Hofman's Principle for Constructing "Solutions"
1. visit once all cities in a "valley" 2. fractions of salesman "travel" to other "valleys" 3. visit multiple times every city in valleys in which fractions of salesman is "sent" 4. Link-up the "fractional salesmen" in yet another "valley" 5. visit all towns in that valley 6. return to starting town 7. Super-impose different set of "solutions" obtained using 1) -6) above to create an overall solution that is feasible to the model in Diaby
For example, according to Hofman, super-imposition of "solutions" such as illustrated in Figures 4, 5, 6 below, leads to the full "solution" shown Figure 13 that is purported to be feasible to the model in Diaby. 
